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Obviously, to have a business you need at least one person com-
mencing it, in this case, you, the business owner. Because you are 
one person, you can only achieve so much; if you want to grow your 
business beyond yourself, you must employ resources. Resources 
can come in the form of equipment like computers or machinery or 
intellectual property (written material). Or they come in the form of 
humans. Human resources, as the name suggests, are the people that 
work in your business to help grow it beyond you. Pretty obvious, eh, 
but I just thought I’d put it into perspective for the readers who have 
not thought of it like this before. Sometimes it’s the little observations 
that make the biggest difference.

In previous chapters I’ve discussed how to measure your business’s 
value, which was a combination of profit multiplied by the risk of achiev-
ing the profit in the future. (Business Value = Future Maintainable Earn-
ings × Capitalisation Rate.) When you commence employing people, 
you generally are increasing both at the same time. Why? People 
provide you with leverage to complete tasks that you do not have the 
time and resources yourself to complete. People increase your capacity, 
which increases profit. Employing people also decreases the amount 
of business that rests on your shoulders, thus decreasing the risk in 
the business. If we think about the valuation methodology, and there 
is only one person in the business and that is you, the likelihood of the 
business continuing to achieve the profits it has historically achieved will 
be significantly reduced if you no longer work in the business. This will 
result in a low capitalisation rate, thus resulting in a low business value.

By employing people, you are reducing the risk that comes from the 
business relying solely upon you as the owner, resulting in a higher 
capitalisation rate and therefore increased business value.

Business profits do not grow in a straight upward line; they tend to 
grow in a jagged upwards motion. What I mean by this is that before 
you employ your first person, you will be more profitable immediately 
before you employ the person, then less profitable immediately after, 
because you will have incurred costs before you can generate income 
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from the increased resource costs in your business. This not always 
the rule, but it’s true in 90% of cases.

Employing people can be one of the most satisfying experiences you 
can have as a business owner, but it can also be one of the biggest 
headaches. It is not just the stress of ensuring there is sufficient cash 
flow to pay your employees; there’s also the emotional stress that comes 
with people who you are ultimately responsible for in your business.

There are a few things that you can do to ensure that the experience of 
employing people is a very positive and satisfying one. These tips will 
also assist you in achieving your business goals and aspirations. The 
first one that I will share with you is to build the infrastructure before 
you employ. I know that this is difficult, because in the early stages of 
your business, you are time-poor and the reason you are employing 
people is to free up your time. Even if you are recruiting a person to 
help you build your infrastructure, you should at least do the following 
before you hire:

• Document your Vision and Values

• Prepare a standard code of conduct and letter of offer that 
complies with statutory obligations

• Document and present the job outline and KPIs of the 
position

• Establish a formal review process outlining how the re-
views will be conducted and the timing of those reviews

These are the minimum requirements that an employer needs to have 
in place before employing anyone to ensure they are a responsible 
employer. Some of it follows on from Chapter 1 to ensure that you have 
great clarity on your Vision, Why and Values.

SUCCESS TIP

Do not employ anyone until you have the legal documentation 
and a review process in place.
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Being clear on what you expect in the role and from the person is ex-
tremely important. One of the main reasons why people fail early on in 
a role is due to poor communication between the person responsible 
for the new employee and the employee. I find that communication 
problems rest largely with the employer. We will spend the rest of this 
chapter discussing how you can be an employer of choice, where 
people bang down the door to want to work for your business.

The main distinction between success and failure in business is strong 
leadership. Business owners who are strong leaders will more likely 
have successful businesses than business owners who don’t have 
these skills. Leadership is the key to business success. I’ve seen this 
in the results that the business owners obtain once they go through a 
leadership program that I have taught, specifically designed for small 
business owners to help become better leaders.

In the course, I teach business owners what it takes to become bet-
ter leaders. The course is based on John C. Maxwell’s book, The 
21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership. If you are looking to read a book 
to assist you in becoming a better leader, I can highly recommend 
this one. Maxwell is an expert on leadership and does consulting for 
Fortune 500 companies. The only issue is that his teachings are very 
U.S.-centric, so I spent considerable time converting his teachings to 
Australian conditions.

As with anything, there is nothing new in the world of business teach-
ings; it is more how they are packaged and presented. Let me sum-
marise what I believe are the most important traits of a leader.

Why is leadership so important? Your business is a reflection of its busi-
ness owner. The following is an excerpt from the teachings of Maxwell:

Personnel determines the potential

Relationships determines the morale

Structure determines the size

Vision determines the direction

Leadership determines the success of the organisation
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